
Take Melted butter in a mixing bowl,

add all spice powder, Sugar,nutmeg

give it a mix.add milk and egg

gradually. Mix everything together.

In another Mixing bowl take all

purpose flour, salt, Yeast and Cocoa

powder. Give it a good mix.

Prepare a well in between dry

ingredients and pour wet ingredients

in it. Dont Pour everything at once.

Batter should not be runny. Its just

everything must come together to

form a mess.

Transfer the chocolaty mess on 

 surface and knead it by pushing it

forward. If the dough is too sticky

gradually inculcate some flour in it.At

first it will feel sticky but after

kneading for good 15-20 mins it will

come through.

 

 

 

INGREDIENTS DIRECTION

CHOCOLATE HOT

CROSS BUNS

50 gms Butter, Melted

1 tbsp All spice Powder

1cup Sugar

Nutmeg, grated

1 egg

2 cups Milk

2 cups All purpose flour

7 gm Yeast

salt, a pinch

1 cup Cocoa Powder

1/2 cup Raisins, soaked

Chocolate bits, 8 pieces

White chocolate, melted

Honey, hot, for glaze

 8 Buns Total time : Approx 3 hours 
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Transfer the dough back to a

greased mixing bowl and let it

prove for 1 hour. Cover it with

damp kitchen towel.

After its proved i.e double in size,

Punch the dough and knead for

sometime. Again transfer to a

surface, flatten a little with fingers

and add raisins to it. 

Fold the dough and knead

again.All the raisins should mix

with the dough.Now make a

cylindrical shape out of the

dough and cut it into 8 equal

halves.

Take each half and flatten a little

with fingers. Add chocolate bits in

centre and seal properly.Form it

into a ball and keep it aside.

Prepare all in the same manner.

Line the baking tray with

Parchment paper and keep all the

balls in it.

 Cover with damp cloth again and

give it second proving for 45

mins. They will become bigger

after 45 mins.Make a flour and

water paste and give the buns

design of cross through puting

the paste in piping bag.

 

 

 

 

 

CONTINUED :-

NOTES

Preheat oven and bake the buns

for 20-25 mins at 180 degree

celsius.

Let them cool down and glaze

them with hot liquid honey , also

decorate the cross with white

chocolate.

Your chocolate Hot cross buns

look and taste absolutely delicious.

 

 

This Recipe contains egg, if you

don't consider it as vegetarian, skip

it.

If the dough becomes too sticky

even after kneading a lot, put in

some flour or if its too dry you

may add little milk.
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